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Quantitative characterization of the „D2O…3 torsional manifold by terahertz
laser spectroscopy and theoretical analysis
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We report the measurement of two new perpendicular (D2O)3 torsional bands by terahertz laser
vibration–rotation–tunneling~VRT! spectroscopy of a planar pulsed supersonic expansion. The first
~28.0 cm21) band corresponds to thek562l←0 transition, and is the lowest frequency vibrational
spectrum observed for a water cluster. The second~81.8 cm21) band originates in the first excited
torsional state, and has been assigned ask53u←61l . An effective three-dimensional Hamiltonian
is derived to describe the rotational structure of each torsional state. Degenerate torsional levels with
k561 andk562 exhibit a Coriolis splitting linear inK implying the presence of vibrational
angular momentum, and a second-order splitting from off-diagonal coupling between degenerate
sublevels with1uku and2uku. With this effective Hamiltonian we fit a total of 554 rovibrational
transitions in five different bands connecting the lowest nine torsional states, with a rms residual of
1.36 MHz. The data set comprises the two new VRT bands together with the 41.1 cm21 parallel
band, the 89.6 cm21 parallel band, and the 98.1 cm21 perpendicular band. This analysis provides
a comprehensive characterization of the torsional energy levels in (D2O)3 up to 100 cm21 above the
zero-point energy, and confirms the torsional assignments for all five (D2O)3 VRT bands observed
to date. Moreover, it vindicates the adiabatic separation of the trimer torsional and hydrogen bond
stretch/bend vibrational modes which underlies the torsional model. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01108-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial studies of the structure and tunnel
dynamics in water clusters1–5 by terahertz laser vibration–
rotation–tunneling~VRT! spectroscopy, efforts have bee
focused primarily on quantifying the nature of their interm
lecular vibrations. For the dimer, most of the vibration
states occurring below 150 cm21 have been located and a
being thoroughly characterized.6 Of the twelve degrees o
freedom in the trimer, only a few low-lying torsional stat
had been observed prior to this work.2,7–11Similarly, only a
fraction of the total number of intermolecular vibrations ha
been characterized so far for the tetramer,3,12,13

pentamer,4,14,15 and hexamer.5,16 All of these spectra have
been observed in the ‘‘torsional band’’~or ‘‘bending band’’!
region of liquid water.17

Theoretical efforts to describe torsion in the water trim
have focused on simplified versions of the intrinsic twelv
dimensional intermolecular dynamics. Specifically, the th
hydrogen torsions~essentially rotations about a hydrogen d
nor bond, see Fig. 1! are investigated on a reduced, thre
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dimensional, potential energy surface. Two such poten
surfaces have been constructed specifically for the water
mer, the modEPEN potential surface by Bu¨rgi et al.18 @also
referred to as the Bu¨rgi–Graf–Leutwyler–Klopper~BGLK!
potential# and the DD potential surface by van Duijneveld
van de Rijdt and van Duijneveldt.19 Both torsional potential
energy surfaces haveG6 symmetry, viz. they include all six
equivalent structures accessible by flipping hydrogen ato
from one side of the trimer ring to the other. No other m
tions are considered facile.

All of the spectra recorded in the present work and
previous studies result from transitions within the manifo
of torsional states. The flips of the hydrogen atoms are s
metrically equivalent to rotations of the water trimer abo
the C3 rotational axis and, therefore, the torsional flippin
motion is sometimes referred to as ‘‘pseudorotational.’’ O
of the questions addressed in the present paper is whe
this internal motion of the water trimer generates vibratio
angular momentum. Several levels of approximation ha
been employed in calculations of torsional dynamics of
trimer, ranging from one-dimensional20 and
two-dimensional21 studies to a three-dimensional calculatio
on the BGLK potential.22 Most recently, van der Avoird
et al.23,24 have reported a more complete three-dimensio
calculation which includes both the overall rotation of t
water trimer and the Coriolis coupling of this rotation to th
torsional modes, as well as bifurcation~or donor! tunneling.
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The quality of these calculations is naturally limited by t
accuracy of the potential energy surfaces used. Furtherm
with only three low frequency torsional bands previous
observed and assigned for (D2O)3 ~the 41.1 cm21, 89.6
cm21, and 98.1 cm21 bands9,2,7!, connecting six of the nine
lowest lying torsional states, a critical comparison of theo
and experiment was hindered. Here we present the obse
tion of two additional VRT torsional transitions at 28.0 an
81.8 cm21. This permits the characterization of the thr
remaining low lying torsional states, and enables a globa
of the entire terahertz frequency dataset for (D2O)3 , com-
prising 554 rovibrational transitions.

II. THEORY

In order to interpret the complex rotational structure
the observed torsional bands, one needs a model Hamilto
which describes the rotational energy levels for each
sional ~or pseudorotational! state. Here we derive such a
effective rotational Hamiltonian which takes into account t
nonrigidity of the water trimer. In particular, it correctly in
cludes the effects of the Coriolis coupling between the ov
all rotations of the water trimer and its internal~torsional or
‘‘flipping’’ ! motions.

We start with the Hamiltonian derived in Ref. 23 for th
torsional motions of the three monomers in a rotating wa
trimer

H5H rot1HCor1H int. ~1!

It was assumed in Ref. 23 that the trimer has a~rigid! cyclic
triangular structure, held together by three hydrogen bon
and that the monomers can only rotate about a single fi
axis. These internal rotations are hindered by a poten
which has minima for the external, i.e., nonhydroge
bonded, protons~or deuterons! lying above or below the
plane through the molecular centers of mass. There are
equivalent global minima, and the torsional motions invo
‘‘flips’’ of the external protons between these minima. T
first term

H rot5B~Jx
21Jy

2!1CJz
2 ~2!

is simply the oblate symmetric rotor Hamiltonian for th
overall rotation of the complex. The operatorsJx ,Jy ,Jz are
the body-fixed components of the total angular moment
operatorJ, depending on the Euler angles describing
orientation of the trimer with respect to a space fixed a
system; B (5A) and C are the rotational constants o
(H2O)3 or (D2O)3 .

The second term

FIG. 1. Theab initio equilibrium structure (C1 symmetry! ~Refs. 20 and 25!
of (D2O)3 , showing the location of the oxygen atoms~A, B, C! and the
bound and free D atoms. Also indicated is one of the three internal rota
angles associated with the torsional or flipping motions of the free D ato
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HCor52
1

2
B@~ j 11 j 2

† !J11~ j 21 j 1
† !J2#

2C~ j z1 j z
†!Jz ~3!

represents the Coriolis coupling between the overall ang
momentumJ, with J65Jx7 iJy , and the internal angula
momentumj5 jA1 jB1 jC generated by the torsional motion
of the monomersA, B, and C about the hydrogen bonds
Explicit expressions for thej componentsj 65 j x6 i j y and j z

in terms of the torsional anglesxA ,xB ,xC are given in Eqs.
~A44! and ~B5! of Ref. 23. Since these operators are no
Hermitian, Eq.~3! must contain also the Hermitian conju
gatesj†. In practice, we do not need the explicit form—give
in Eq. ~A50! of Ref. 23—of these conjugate operators, b
cause in basis set calculations or discrete variable repre
tations ~DVR! one can always apply the turn-over rule
replace matrix elements of the Hermitian conjugate opera
by the corresponding expressions with the original operat

The last, internal motion, term in the Hamiltonian

H int52
\2

2L (
n5A,B,C

]2

]xn
2

1
1

2
B~ j 1

† j 11 j 2
† j 2!

1C jz
† j z1V~xA ,xB ,xC! ~4!

describes the torsional motions, with the~model! potential
V(xA ,xB ,xC) defined by fixing all other internal coordi
nates of the trimer. This model is justified for the grou
vibrational state of the hydrogen bonded ‘‘framework
since the hydrogen bond stretch/bend vibrations have con
erably higher frequencies than the torsional motions,20,25 but
it might break down at higher energies. The constantL—see
Eq. ~3! of Ref. 23—in the first kinetic energy term of Eq.~4!
is the moment of inertia of each monomer about its fixed a
of rotation, while the remaining kinetic energy terms conta
the components of the torsional angular momentumj and
their Hermitian conjugates.

In Ref. 24 the complete Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! was used
in quantitative DVR calculations of the torsional energy le
els for total angular momentumJ50, 1 and 2. In the presen
paper we use this Hamiltonian to derive an effective ro
tional Hamiltonian for each torsional state, but we also sh
the results of DVR calculations forJ50, 1, 2, and 3 in order
to demonstrate that our effective rotational Hamiltonian
deed represents the rotational and Coriolis splittings c
rectly.

A. Effective rotational Hamiltonian

In various textbooks26–29 it is shown how an effective
rotational Hamiltonian for each vibrational state of a mo
ecule can be derived with the help of Van Vleck perturbat
theory. This same formalism has been used30 to obtain the
effective rotor Hamiltonian for each torsional state in a m
ecule with a single internal rotation. Application of Va
Vleck perturbation theory to the water trimer, with the pe
turbationHCor included to second order, yields the effectiv
rotational Hamiltonian for torsional staten ~an eigenstate of
H int)

n
s.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Heff~n!
rot 5^nuH rotun&1 (

n85” n

^nuHCorun8&^n8uHCorun&

En2En8

, ~5!

wheren8 runs over all other eigenstates ofH int. Substitution
of Eqs.~2! and~3! for H rot andHCor then gives the effective
rotational Hamiltonian

Heff~n!
rot 5B~Jx

21Jy
2!1CJz

21(
a,b

mab
~n!JaJb , ~6!

where the componentsa,b run over1, 2, andz. Further,

m11
~n! 5

B2

4 (
n85” n

^nu j 11 j 2
† un8&^n8u j 11 j 2

† un&

En2En8

,

~7!

m12
~n! 5

B2

4 (
n85” n

^nu j 11 j 2
† un8&^n8u j 21 j 1

† un&

En2En8

,

etc. Actually, since the inverse inertia tensor of the wa
trimer contains a small ('1%) contribution that depends o
the anglesxA ,xB ,xC ~see Ref. 23!, which must be average
over the torsional eigenstatesun&, the rotational constantsB
andC are slightly dependent onn.

Since the torsional motions involve ‘‘flips’’ between s
equivalent minima on the reduced potential surfa
V(xA ,xB ,xC), the permutation-inversion~PI! symmetry
group of the system is the cyclic groupG6 ~isomorphic to the
point groupC3h), see Ref. 23. From the symmetry of th
torsional~pseudorotation! states it follows that many of the
matrix elements occurring in Eq.~7! must vanish. These
states, denoted from here on byuk,n&, can be labeled with
the quantum numberk50,61,62, or 3 ~modulo 6! which
corresponds to the one-dimensional complex irreducible
resentations~irreps! of the groupG6 . The indexn runs over
different states with the same irrep labelk. In several papers
on the water trimer, including the present one, the ‘‘lowe
levels, withn51, are denoted bykl and the ‘‘upper’’ levels,
with n52, are denoted byku. States withk50 andk53 are
nondegenerate, states withk561 andk562 are twofold
degenerate. Wave functions withk511 and21 that belong
to the same energy are complex conjugate, just as are t
with k512 and 22. In Ref. 23 the following rules were
derived.

~i! The operatorj z1 j z
† only couples states with the sam

quantum numberk. Since diagonal matrix elements o
j z are pure imaginary, it follows that the diagonal e
ements^k,nu j z1 j z

†uk,n& equal zero. Hence, it wa
concluded that the torsional states do not carry vib
tional angular momentum about thez axis ~the c axis
Downloaded 18 May 2006 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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of the trimer!. This holds for anyk, including the
degenerate levels withk561 and k562. Off-
diagonal elementŝk,n8u j z1 j z

†uk,n& are not necessar
ily zero.

~ii ! The components ofj do not obey the commutation
relations of ‘‘normal’’ angular momentum operator
yet, the operatorsj 6 do act as group theoretical shi
operators. As a result, the only nonvanishing mat
elements arêk11,n8u j 11 j 2

† uk,n& and ^k21,n8u j 2

1 j 1
† uk,n&.

From rules~i! and ~ii ! it follows that only the terms with
m11

(k,n) , m12
(k,n) , m21

(k,n) , m22
(k,n) , andmzz

(k,n) occur in Eq.~6!.

B. Nondegenerate levels zk ,n ‹ with k 50 or 3 „modulo
6…

By application of rule~ii ! for the matrix elements of the
shift operatorsj 61 j 7

† it is easily shown thatm11
(k,n) and

m22
(k,n) must vanish. Moreover, we find from the properties

the wave functions and of the shift operators, see Ref.
that

^k8511,n8u j 11 j 2
† uk50,n&

52^k8521,n8u j 21 j 1
† uk50,n&*

and

^k8522,n8u j 11 j 2
† uk53,n&

52^k8512,n8u j 21 j 1
† uk53,n&*

and, hence, thatm12
(k,n)5m21

(k,n) . Substitution of these result
into Eq. ~6! yields

Heff~n!
rot~k!5B~Jx

21Jy
2!1CJz

21m12
~k,n!~J1J21J2J1!1mzz

~k,n!Jz
2

5@B12m12
~k,n!#~Jx

21Jy
2!1@C1mzz

~k,n!#Jz
2. ~8!

Effectively, this implies that for the nondegenerate sta
uk,n& with k50 and k53 the rotational constants ar
changed, but only slightly, fromB and C to B(k,n)5B
12m12

(k,n) andC(k,n)5C1mzz
(k,n) .

C. Degenerate levels zk ,n ‹ with k 61 or k 562
„modulo 6 …

Here we must use perturbation theory for degener
states, i.e., we have to diagonalize the perturbation ma
over the ~twofold! degenerate torsional substates. For
levels withk561 the following terms are nonzero:
m12
~1,n!5

B2

4 (
~k850!

n8

^k51,nu j 11 j 2
† uk8,n8&^k8,n8u j 21 j 1

† uk51,n&

Euku,n2Euk8u,n8

,

m21
~1,n!5

B2

4 (
~k852!

n8

^k51,nu j 21 j 1
† uk8,n8&^k8,n8u j 11 j 2

† uk51,n&

Euku,n2Euk8u,n8

,

~9!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mzz
~1,n!5C2 (

~k851!

n8

^k51,nu j z1 j z
†uk8,n8&^k8,n8u j z1 j z

†uk51,n&

Euku,n2Euk8u,n8

,

m11
~21,n!5

B2

4 (
~k850!

n8

^k51,nu j 11 j 2
† uk8,n8&^k8,n8u j 11 j 2

† uk521,n&

Euku,n2Euk8u,n8

.
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From symmetry it follows that

m12
~21,n!5m21

~1,n! ,

m21
~21,n!5m12

~1,n! ,
~10!

mzz
~21,n!5mzz

~1,n! ,

m22
~1,n!5@m11

~21,n!#* .

Similarly, for the levels withk562 the only nonvanishing
terms are

m12
~2,n!5m21

~22,n! ,

m21
~2,n!5m12

~22,n! ,
~11!

mzz
~2,n!5mzz

~22,n! ,

m22
~22,n!5@m11

~2,n!#* .

Note thatm12
(k,n)5” m21

(k,n) .
Substitution of these results into Eq.~6! gives

Heff~n!
rot~k8,k!5dk8,k@B~Jx

21Jy
2!1CJz

21m12
~k,n!J1J2

1m21
~k,n!J2J11mzz

~k,n!Jz
2#

1dk8,k22 ~modulo 6! m22
~k,n!J2J2

1dk8,k12 ~modulo 6! m11
~k,n!J1J1 . ~12!

The terms withJ1J2 andJ2J1 , which have unequal coef
ficients, can be rewritten in terms ofJ1J21J2J152(Jx

2

1Jy
2) and J1J22J2J152Jz , and the effective rotationa

Hamiltonian becomes

Heff~n!
rot~k8,k!5dk8,k@B~ uku,n!~Jx

21Jy
2!1C~ uku,n!Jz

2#

6dk8,k@m12
~ uku,n!2m21

~ uku,n!#Jz

1dk8,k22 ~modulo 6! m22
~k,n!J2J2

1dk8,k12 ~modulo 6! m11
~k,n!J1J1 ~13!

with the modified rotational constantsB(uku,n)5B1m12
(uku,n)

1m21
(uku,n) andC(uku,n)5C1mzz

(uku,n) .
The first, rather surprising, observation is the occurre

of a linear Coriolis term, the second term in Eq.~13!, which
is proportional toJz although it actually originates from
second-order Coriolis coupling. The sign of this term is m
nus for k521 or k512, and plus fork511 or k522.
This follows directly from the first two lines of Eqs.~10! and
~11!. Such a linear Coriolis term is usually27,28represented in
the rotational Hamiltonian by72zCJz ; in the present case
we find that 22z (uku,n)C(uku,n)5m12

(uku,n)2m21
(uku,n) . Normally
Downloaded 18 May 2006 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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the occurrence of such linear terms implies that at least
component of the vibrational angular momentum of so
degenerate vibration must have a nonzero expectation va
In this case, however, the expectation value of the co
sponding vibrational angular momentum operatorj z1 j z

†

vanishes—see point~i! above—and the linear Coriolis term
originates purely from second-order perturbation theory
similar effect was found in earlier work on benzene–Ar,31,32

where the degenerate van der Waals bending mode ca
first-order vibrational angular momentum, but also a subst
tial second-order contribution. In light of the standard theo
for ‘‘normal’’ semirigid molecules27,28 this seems a strang
phenomenon, but one should remember that the vibratio
angular momentum for such molecules—which perfo
small amplitude vibrations about a single equilibriu
structure—is defined with respect to a body-fixed fram
fixed by the Eckart conditions. This choice minimizes t
Coriolis coupling between the vibrations and rotations. F
the water trimer it does not make sense to define suc
frame, because the torsional motions involve tunneling fl
between six equivalent equilibrium structures. In t
benzene–Ar work31,32 the body-fixed frame was fixed by th
Eckart conditions for the benzene monomer, not by those
the dimer. The occurrence of large second-order contri
tions to the linear Coriolis term is related to the choice of t
body-fixed frame in these systems.

A second observation is the occurrence ofJ2J2 and
J1J1 terms in the effective rotational Hamiltonian. No
mally such terms appear for asymmetric rotors withB5” A.
Here, these terms are caused by second-order Coriolis
pling, and they occur only for the degenerate levels withk
561 and62. It should be emphasized that they appear
the off-diagonal blocks of the effective rotational Ham
tonian which couple the degenerate substates withk852k.
These substates satisfy the relationk85k62 ~modulo 6!, cf.
Eq. ~13!, and, since the shift operatorsJ2J2 and J1J1

couple rotational states withK85K22 andK85K12, re-
spectively, theG6 symmetry rulek82K85k2K for the
rovibrational states withJ.0, see Ref. 23, is indeed obeye

D. Rotational energy levels

For nondegenerate torsional states withk50 or k53 the
effective rotational Hamiltonian is given by Eq.~8! and the
rotational levels are simply B(k,n)J(J11)1@C(k,n)

2B(k,n)#K2, whereK is the eigenvalue ofJz . For degenerate
levels withk561 or k562 the effective rotational Hamil-
tonian given by Eq.~13! should be diagonalized in a bas
u6uku,J,K,M &. Since the exact quantum numberJ and its
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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space-fixedz-componentM can be given fixed values, it i
only K that runs from2J to J and the matrix which must be
diagonalized to obtain the rotational levels has dimens
2(2J11). The structure of this matrix follows easily from
Eq. ~13!; it is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a (k561,n) state with
J52. The diagonal elements areHK,K

(61,61)5B(1,n)J(J11)
1@C(1,n)2B(1,n)#K272z (1,n)C(1,n)K, with the linear
Coriolis splitting parameter22z (1,n)C(1,n)5m12

(1,n)2m21
(1,n)

as before. The off-diagonal elements areHK12,K
(1,21)

5 @HK,K12
(21,1) #* 5 m11

(21,n)@J(J 1 1) 2 K(K 1 1)#1/2@J(J11)
2(K11)(K12)]1/2. The fact that these off-diagonal matr
elements occur only in the blocks withk852k greatly sim-
plifies the calculation of the eigenvalues. Four of the eig
values are given directly by diagonal matrix elements,
others are obtained by solving 232 problems, i.e., quadrati
equations, see Fig. 2. This is in contrast with the asymme
rotor, where similar off-diagonal matrix elements withK8
5K62 couple all even and all oddK states. It is very easy
to build this calculation of the rotational levels into a fittin
program that analyzes the rotational structure of the torsio
~or pseudorotational! bands. The linear Coriolis splitting pa
rameterz52(m122m21)/(2C) and ~the absolute value
of! the coupling parameterm115m22* of each degenerat
state (k,n) with k561 or k562 should then be treated a
fit parameters, just as the rotational constantsB andC.

III. CALCULATIONS

The rotational and Coriolis splittings of the torsional e
ergy levels can also be deduced from quantitative calc
tions forJ50, 1, 2, and 3 with the complete Hamiltonian
Eq. ~1!. The DVR method applied in these calculations
described in Ref. 24, the potentialV(xA ,xB ,xC) is taken
from ab initio calculations by van Duijneveldtet al.19,33 For
the ~vibrationally averaged! trimer rotational constants w
took the valuesA5B50.193 34 cm2155796.2 MHz, C
50.103 02 cm2153088.5 MHz that have been determine
experimentally7 for the ground state of (D2O)3 . The mono-
mer anglewA ~see Fig. 1 of Ref. 23! is 58.26° and the rota
tional constant\2/(2L) for the fixed axis rotation of the

FIG. 2. Effective rotational Hamiltonian matrix for a degenerate level w
k561 and J52, with K522,21,0,1,2. The diagonal elements a
HK,K

(61,61)5B(1,n)J(J11)1@C(1,n)2B(1,n)#K272z (1,n)C(1,n)K, and the off-
diagonal elements are HK12,K

(1,21)5@HK,K12
(21,1) #* 5m11

(21,n)@J(J11)2K(K
11)#1/2@J(J11)2(K11)(K12)#1/2.
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D2O monomers is 11.72 cm21. The anglejA which defines
the orientation of the monomer rotation axes with respec
the trimer frame was taken to be 130°. For the overall ro
tions we used a basis of normalized symmetric top functi
uJKM&5@(2J11)/8p2#1/2DMK

(J) (a,b,g)* with fixed J and
M, and K52J,2J11, . . . ,J. The internal coordinates
xA ,xB ,xC are described by the sinc-function DVR of Ref
34 and 35, with grid boundaries at6112° and spacingD
516°. The calculations were performed in two steps: in
first step we diagonalizedH int in the G6 symmetry-adapted
DVR product basis, in the second step we diagonalized
complete Hamiltonian includingH rot andHCor in a basis of
60 eigenstates from the first step, the lowest 10 eigenfu
tions of each symmetry. The results are given in Table I.

In the J.0 energy levels of the states withk50 andk
53 one simply observes symmetric rotor splittings. TheJ
.0 levels of the degenerate states withk561 andk562
are more interesting because, in addition to the symme
rotor splittings, one can clearly identify the Coriolis spli
tings linear inK ~and independent ofJ! between levels with
the sameuku and uKu, but differentk2K. From these split-
tings we derive that 2z (uku,n)C(uku,n) is 20.0038 cm21

52114 MHz for the lowest state withk561 and
20.0056 cm2152168 MHz for the lowestk562 state.
Hence, the values ofz (uku,n) for these states are20.0185 and
20.0272, respectively. One can also observe, forK561,
the smaller second-order Coriolis splittings between the
levels withk2K50 for k561 and between the two level

TABLE I. Energy levels~in cm21) of (D2O)3 from DVR calculations with
the complete Hamiltonian and the DD potential of van Duijneveldtet al.
~Refs. 19 and 33!.

Level k K k2K J50 J51 J52 J53

1 0 63 3 1.4911
62 72 0.7882 1.9180
61 71 0.2912 1.0444 2.1741

0 0 0.0000 0.3766 1.1298 2.2595

2,3 61 63 72 9.1575
73 72 9.1803
72 3 8.4584 9.5883
72 3 8.4584 9.5883
62 71 8.4736 9.6034
71 62 7.9652 8.7184 9.8482
61 0 7.9726 8.7253 9.8545
61 0 7.9730 8.7266 9.8571

0 61 7.6778 8.0544 8.8076 9.9374

4,5 62 63 71 26.6519
73 71 26.6856
72 72 25.9547 27.0846
62 0 25.9771 27.1071
62 0 25.9771 27.1071
71 3 25.4632 26.2164 27.3461
71 3 25.4634 26.2168 27.3469
61 61 25.4745 26.2278 27.3577

0 62 25.1777 25.5543 26.3076 27.437

6 3 63 0 38.1035
62 61 37.4007 38.5307
61 62 36.9037 37.6570 38.7870

0 3 36.6124 36.9891 37.7424 38.872
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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with k2K53 for k562. These splittings increase propo
tionally to J(J11) with the proportionality constant
2m11

(21,n) and 2m11
(2,n) . For uKu values larger than 1, the latte

splittings occur in higher order and have become sma
than 1024 cm21 ~which is the precision to which the num
bers in Table I have been rounded!.

An alternative route that we have followed is the co
putation of the values ofm12

(1,n) , m21
(1,n) , mzz

(1,n) , andm11
(21,n)

and the corresponding parameters fork562 directly from
Eq. ~9! with the eigenfunctionsuk,n& of H int. Here we also
included the lowest 10 eigenstates of each symmetry.
values thus obtained arez (1,n)52@m12

(1,n)2m21
(1,n)#/@2C(1,n)#

520.0189 for the lowest state withk561 and z (2,n)

520.0282 for the lowestk562 state, in good agreemen
with the values extracted from the rovibrational levels
Table I. Form11

(21,n) and m11
(2,n) we find complex numbers

their absolute values are 0.000 108 cm2153.24 MHz and
0.000 024 cm2150.72 MHz, respectively. Knowing the pa
rameter values in the effective rotational Hamiltonian of E
~13!, we then compute the rotational levels for a given va
of J as the eigenvalues of the 2(2J11) dimensional Hamil-
tonian matrix, see Fig. 2. These levels agree well with th
in Table I, which confirms that we have indeed derived
very useful effective rotational Hamiltonian.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF 28.0 AND 81.8 cm 21 VRT
BANDS

A. Experiment

Both the Berkeley terahertz laser spectrometers36,37 and
the slit jet assembly38 have been described in detail els
where. Hence, only a brief summary of the experiment w
be presented here. A high power~100 W!, line tunable, in-
frared CO2 laser coaxially pumps a fixed frequency fa
infrared ~FIR! molecular gas laser, the output of which
coupled onto a Schottky barrier diode. The lasers used
the work described here lie at 787.7555 GHz~DCOOD!,
849.8280 GHz ~HCOOD!, 939.4940 GHz (CH3OD),
2409.2932 GHz (CH2DOH), 2447.9685 GHz (CH2F2), and
2522.7815 GHz (CH3OH). Tunable coherent FIR light is
generated by first-order mixing of the fixed frequency F
laser radiation with tunable microwave radiation from
HP8673B synthesizer, producing sidebands at frequen
nFIR6nnMW . The sidebands are then separated from the
rier with a polarizing interferometer and multipassed
times through a pulsed planar supersonic expansion be
impinging on either an InSb hot electron bolometer~for the
low frequency study! or a Ge:Ga stressed photoconduc
~for the high frequency study!; the multipass cell is arrange
in a Herriott configuration.39 Transient absorption signal
measured by the FIR detector are first preamplified
bandpass filtered~SRS SR560 low-noise preamplifier! before
a lock-in amplifier~SRS SR810! demodulates the frequenc
modulation of the FIR radiation using 2f detection at 1
kHz. In the earlier work on the 81.8 cm21 band, gated box-
cars were used to integrate the signal before download
into a 486-PC. The 28.0 cm21 band was recorded using th
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new signal processing method, wherein the signal is av
aged by a digital storage oscilloscope~Tektronix TDS320!
and then downloaded.

The pulsed molecular beam is produced by expand
either pure Ar or 70% Ne in He, saturated with D2O, through
a 101.6-mm-long slit. Nozzle backing pressures in the ra
of 1 to 2 atm were employed. At a pulse repetition rate of
Hz the vacuum chamber was maintained at a pressur
approximately 40 mTorr by a Roots blower~Edwards
EH4200! backed by two rotary pumps~Edwards E2M275!.

B. 28.0 cm 21 band

We report the observation of a VRT spectrum f
(D2O)3 at 28.0 cm21 @0.839 186 8~3! THz#, the lowest fre-
quency intermolecular vibration observed in a water clus
to date. A total of 137 rovibrational transitions were record
in a 5 cm21 region. The spectrum, depicted in Fig. 3~a!, has
the appearance of a symmetric rotor perpendicular band.
ure 3~b! shows three transitions from theuKu53←2
Q branch. The most intense transitions were observed in
R branch with signal-to-noise ratios up to 100:1. Althou
Doppler-limited linewidths~full width at half-maximum! of
0.9 MHz were obtained, the frequency uncertainty of ea
line is 2 MHz, arising from the uncertainty in the outp
frequency of the FIR laser.

The manifestation of bifurcation tunneling in the wat
trimer, which is not included in the effective torsion
Hamiltonian, is readily apparent in Fig. 3~b!, wherein each
rovibrational transition is split into a quartet. The observ
quartet intensity ratios~approximately 1:5:10:7! are consis-
tent with the group theoretical (G48) nuclear spin statistics7

of 11:54:108:76, and the spacings between each of the
lines is 0.9 MHz. However, anomalous quartet intensity p
terns were observed for theuKu50←1P-, Q-, andR-branch
transitions, with approximate intensity ratios of 2:9:4:6
shown in Fig. 4~a!. For these quartets the individual line
exhibit an uneven spacing with a smallJ dependence. Simi-
lar anomalous quartets were observed in theuKu50←1 tran-
sitions in the 98.1 cm21 (D2O)3 band.7 Such effects have
been explained by van der Avoirdet al.23,24 in terms of bi-
furcation tunneling~also called donor tunneling! and Coriolis
coupling associated with the torsional motions.

From the most recent torsional model23,24 the k562l

←0 transition was predicted to occur at either 17.2 or 2
cm21, depending on whichab initio potential energy surface
was employed in the calculation. Furthermore, prior to t
work only three low frequency (,40 cm21) torsional tran-
sitions in (D2O)3 were unobserved. Consequently the 28
cm21 band was assumed to arise from thek562l←0 tran-
sition; the results of the spectroscopic fit presented be
show this assumption to be correct. A summary of the ch
acteristics of this band are presented in Table II.

C. 81.8 cm21 band

The 81.8 cm21 @2.453 571 6~7! THz# VRT spectrum of
(D2O)3 was first recorded8 in 1993, but was subsequentl
remeasured at higher sensitivity following the developm
of the pulsed slit jet assembly.38 A total of 111 rovibrational
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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transitions were observed, and these are reproduced in a
spectrum in Fig. 3~c!. Even at the higher sensitivity afforde
by the pulsed source the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
only 20:1. Every rovibrational transition was split into
quartet as a result of bifurcation tunneling. Most quart
have a normal intensity pattern~7:10:5:1! and 2.7 MHz spac-
ings between each of the lines. As before, anomalous qu
intensity patterns were observed for theuKu50←1 transi-
tions, with approximate intensity ratios of 5:3:5:2; note th
these quartets had signal-to-noise ratios of only 5:1 as sh
in Fig. 4~b!. This spectrum has been assigned to thek53u

←61l torsional transition by several theoretic
calculations.22,24,40 A summary of the details for this ban
can be found in Table II.

FIG. 3. ~a! A stick spectrum of the 28.0 cm21 @0.839 186 81~3! THz# per-
pendicular VRT band of (D2O)3 which has been assigned to thek562l

←0 torsional transition. The most intenseR-branch lines have a signal-to
noise ratio of 100 : 1.~b! An experimental recording of theuKu53←2
Q branch in the 28.0 cm21 band, with each transition split into a ‘‘normal’
quartet as a result of bifurcation tunneling.~c! A stick spectrum of the 81.8
cm21 @2.453 571~1! THz# perpendicular VRT band, assigned to thek53u

←1l torsional transition. This band is much less intense, with a maxim
signal to noise ratio of only 20 : 1, partly because it originates from the
excited torsional state.
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V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Summary of previous studies

Several theoretical studies of the torsional~or pseudoro-
tation! dynamics in the water trimer have been reporte
ranging in sophistication from one-dimensional20

two-dimensional21 and three-dimensional~3D!22 calcula-
tions, up to the recent work by van der Avoirdet al. which
also includes overall rotation of the cluster23,24 as well as
bifurcation tunneling. The basic conclusions reached
these studies have been consistent; because the potentia
rier to the deuteron ‘‘flipping’’ motion is calculated to lie
below the 3D zero-point energy level for (D2O)3 , the result-
ing ‘‘tunneling splittings’’ are very large. Although the pa
tern of energy levels in the torsional manifold is the same
all the theoretical studies, the actual calculated energies

t

FIG. 4. ‘‘Anomalous’’ bifurcation tunneling quartet patterns observed
the uKu50←1 rovibrational transitions of~a! the 28.0 cm21 band~intensity
ratio 2 : 9 : 4 : 6!, and~b! the 81.8 cm21 band~intensity ratio5 : 3 : 5 : 2!.

TABLE II. Summary of the principal characteristics of the five torsion
transitions observed in (D2O)3 .

Transition
frequency /
cm21 Band type

Torsional
assignment

Relative
intensity References

28.0 Perpendicular k562l←0 5.0 This work
41.1 Parallel k53l←0 125.0 9,10
81.8 Perpendicular k53u←61l 1.0 This work
89.6 Parallel k562u←61l 1.5 2
98.1 Perpendicular k562u←0 5.0 7
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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very dependent on the level of theory as well as the torsio
potential energy surface18,19 employed in the calculations.

A generalized torsional energy level manifold f
(D2O)3 , including all the observed transitions, is shown
Fig. 5. From group theory, the torsional selection rule can
shown to be7,23,41

2k81k91K82K953 ~modulo 6!, ~14!

wherek is the torsional quantum number. From this expr
sion, the allowed transitions can be determined. For exam
thek53l←0 torsional transition corresponds to a single p
allel type band (DK50). The k562l←0 transition actu-
ally corresponds to two perpendicular type subbands, viz.
k512l←0 transition must obey aDK521 selection rule,
and thek522l←0 transition must obeyDK511. The im-
plications of these selection rules are critical to the corr
assignment of the (D2O)3 VRT spectra, which are most ap
propriately considered to comprise nine subbands rather
the five bands listed in Sec. I. The status of the 28.0, 4
81.8, 89.6, and 98.1 cm21 VRT bands, prior to the global fit
is discussed below and summarized in Table II; note that
relative band intensities were crudely estimated from the b
signal-to-noise ratios, and do not take into account the
ferent FIR laser line powers and detectors used.

The first rotationally resolved spectrum of (D2O)3 was
the 89.6 cm21 band observed by Pugliano and Saykally2,8 in
1992. Although clearly of parallel type, the spectrum exh
ited far too many transitions to be accounted for by a sin
well-behaved band. This led to the assumption that the s
trum arose from an asymmetric rotor and thus exhibi
asymmetry doublets. The corresponding analysis did not
count for the strongly perturbed spectrum particularly we
In light of the theory in Secs. II and III, it is now evident th
the observed spectrum consists of two parallel subbands
k522u←11l and k512u←21l torsional transitions,
both obeyingDK50. Recently Cruzan42 obtained rotational
assignments for the two subbands using the combination

FIG. 5. The torsional energy level manifold for (D2O)3 , showing the nine
lowest levels labeled with thek quantum number. The solid arrows represe
the six observed perpendicular (DK561) subbands, the three observe
parallel subbands (DK50) are shown as dashed arrows. The transit
frequencies~in cm21) for each band are also indicated.
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ferences method. However, no satisfactory fit of the 8
cm21 band had been achieved prior to this work.

Originally observed in 1993, the 81.8 cm21 VRT band
has long evaded a detailed analysis. This strongly pertur
spectrum is of perpendicular type. It thus consists of t
subbands, thek53u←11l transition (DK521) and thek
53u←21l transition (DK511). Although a partial rota-
tional assignment was recently obtained,42 attempts to fit this
band have failed. The 41.1 cm21 parallel band, assigned t
the k53l←0 torsional transition (DK50), was first re-
ported by Suzuki and Blake9 in 1994. We recently rescanne
the spectrum at the much higher sensitivity afforded by
pulsed slit valve assembly, allowing several new rovib
tional transitions to be recorded. The spectrum has now b
assigned and fit using an oblate symmetric rotor energy
pression; as before, no perturbations or anomalous bifu
tion tunneling quartets were observed.10

The 98.1 cm21 perpendicular band was both observ
and analyzed in detail by Liuet al.7 in 1994. The spectrum is
fully assigned, and most of the transitions fit using an obl
symmetric rotor energy expression. However, a Coriolis-ty
perturbation to theuKu51←0 rovibrational transitions was
not discussed until recently.42 This spectrum also consists o
two subbands resulting from thek512u←0 (DK521)
and k522u←0 (DK511) transitions. The most recentl
observed (D2O)3 VRT band, at 28.0 cm21, is described
above. It has the appearance of a perpendicular symm
rotor spectrum, and has been assigned to thek512l←0
(DK521) and k522l←0 (DK511) torsional transi-
tions. The global fit of the entire (D2O)3 VRT data set is
given below. Table III summarizes the optimized paramet
~torsional energies, rotational and distortion constants,
Coriolis parameters! obtained from the final fit.

B. The global fit

1. 41.1 cm21 band

The 41.1 cm21 parallel band was chosen as the logic
starting point for the global fit since it can be described p
cisely by the oblate symmetric rotor energy level express

EJ,K5E01BJ~J11!1~C2B!K22DJJ
2~J11!2

2DJKJ~J11!K22DKK4, ~15!

whereE0 is the vibrational energy of state (k,n), B and C
are its rotational constants, andDJ ,DJK andDK are quartic
distortion constants. This expression holds for the nondeg
erate torsional levels withk50 andk53, cf. Eq. ~8!. The
quartic terms were added to account for the higher th
second-order perturbation effects which are not considere
Sec. II. Because aDK50 oblate top spectrum does not allo
the independent determination of bothC rotational constants
only the difference between the upper and lower stateC con-
stants could be determined. Aside from this, the parame
obtained from the fit describe thek50 andk53l levels ex-
tremely well for the rovibrational levels sampled, withK
ranging from 0 to 11, andJ from 0 to 11. With a total of 87
transitions included in the fit the rms of the residuals was,1
MHz, well within the experimental uncertainty of 2 MHz
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Optimized parameters~in MHz, except forz which is dimensionless! from the global fit of 554 rovibrational transitions assigned to the torsio
manifold of the fully deuterated water trimer. The parametersA, B, C, DJ ,DJK , andDK are the standard symmetric top rotational and distortion consta
The Coriolis coupling parametersz and m11 are explained in the text. TheC rotational constant for thek50 torsional state could not be fit withou
correlation and so was fixed at the correlated value.

(k,n) 0l 11l 21l 12l 22l 3l 3u 12u 22u

E0 0.0a 255 976.49~4! 839 186.81~3! 1 232 139.43~4! 2 709 548.14~6! 2 940 936.95~4!

B(5A) 5796.34~2! 5796.04~3! 5794.64~3! 5792.87~3! 5788.73~3! 5786.32~2!

C 3087.71a 3090.55~5! 3095.79~3! 3099.54~2! 3089.97~5! 3088.70~2!

DJ 0.0293~3! 0.0297~4! 0.0288~4! 0.0271~4! 0.0261~4! 0.0265~5! 0.0286~5! 0.0278~4! 0.0285~4!

DJK 20.042 (1) 20.050 (1) 20.050 (1) 20.044 (1) 20.039 (2) 20.045 (1) 20.044 (1) 20.048 (1) 20.041 (1)

DK 0.016~2! 0.023~2! 0.028~3! 0.020~2! 0.016~3! 0.022~2! 0.021~2! 0.027~3! 0.014~1!

z 0.0 20.043 87 (2) 20.048 19 (2) 0.0 0.0 0.000 31~2!

um11u 0.0 26.68~1! 13.67~3! 0.0 0.0 3.61~1!

aValue fixed to avoid correlation.
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This band could be precisely fit to Eq.~15! due to the ab-
sence of Coriolis perturbations in the nondegeneratek50
andk53l levels.

2. 28.0 cm21 band

Having accurately defined the torsional ground state~ex-
cept for the value ofC9), it was logical to extend the fit to
include another band which originated fromk50. Accord-
ingly the 28.0 cm21 band, assigned ask562l←0, was se-
lected. All rovibrational transitions involvingK850 and 1
~in the k562l states! were initially excluded from the fit
because they were predicted to be perturbed by second-o
Coriolis effects. Furthermore, to simplify the analysis, ea
of the two subbands comprising the spectrum was fit se
rately. We first attempted to fit each subband to the ob
symmetric rotor energy expression in Eq.~15!. Although this
yielded poor results, it did reveal an unexpected and la
perturbation with a linear dependence onK8. This is clearly
indicated in Fig. 6, which shows a plot of the sign and ma
nitude of this perturbation as a function of theK8 quantum
number; note that this effect must arise in thek562l states
because thek50 state is known to be well-behaved from th
assignment of the 41.1 cm21 band. We originally modeled
this perturbation using a first-order Coriolis term, which a
on the two otherwise degeneratek562l states

HCoriolis
~1! 572zCK, ~16!

where z is a Coriolis constant. Such a first-order Corio
effect was not expected, because it was shown in the p
by van der Avoirdet al.23 that the expectation value of th
internal ~vibrational! angular momentum generated by t
torsional~pseudorotational! motion is zero. In Secs. II and II
of the present paper, however, the origin of this linear Co
olis splitting is explained. It emerges directly from the to
sional model of van der Avoirdet al.23 if one derives an
effective rotational Hamiltonian, cf. Eq.~13!, in which Cori-
olis coupling is taken into account through second ord
Furthermore, it follows from the derivations in Sec. II th
there is also a second-order Coriolis splitting of the sta
with K561 and k2K53, which is proportional toJ(J
11). This splitting originates from off-diagonal Corioli
coupling between the substatesk512l andk522l .
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Having fit the two subbands independently, a combin
fit was undertaken with a singlek562l←0 band origin, a
single set of rotational constantsB andC, and a single linear
Coriolis parameterz. We again included quartic distortio
terms and, since the higher than second order perturba
effects are not included in the effective rotational Ham
tonian of Eq.~13!, we allowed the quartic distortion con

FIG. 6. A linear~first-order! Coriolis perturbation is evidenced by this grap
of transition frequency residuals~MHz! for the 28.0 cm21 band in the ab-
sence of Coriolis terms, plotted againstK8. The large perturbation, depend
ing linearly onK8, changes the energy of thek522 levels by12zCK8
and the energy of thek512 levels by22zCK8. Both sets of data were fit
to straight lines, and the scatter of the data points about these lines is
lighted in the inset graph which displays a greatly expanded scale. Note
the two data points with the largest scatter (25 and217 MHz! correspond
to transitions involvingK852 and highJ8. These errors are largest becau
at this stage of the fit the effects of the off-diagonal second-order Cori
coupling had not been included.
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stantsDJ , DJK , andDK to be different for the two subbands
The subbands, containing 122 transitions, merged perfe
and the final fit yielded a rms residual of approximately
MHz. The values of the quartic distortion constan
DJ , DJK , andDK for the two subbands turn out to be rath
similar, cf. the parameters in Table III. For thek512l state,
rovibrational levels were sampled withK8 ranging from 0 to
7, andJ8 from 1 to 10. However, as a consequence of
DK511 selection rule, theK850 manifold of levels was
not sampled in thek522l state; only transitions to level
with K8 ranging from 1 to 9, andJ8 ranging from 1 to 11
were observed.

3. 98.1 cm21 band

The only other VRT band to originate from the torsion
ground state, centered at 98.1 cm21, is assigned tok562u

←0. With k50 very well defined, including this as the thir
band in the global fit seemed a logical approach. A tota
68 transitions for both subbands were observed and adde
the fit, with J8 ranging from 1 to 8 andK8 from 0 to 8. The
Coriolis perturbations for this band were smaller than th
were for any of the other transitions involving degener
levels. The linear Coriolis splitting is essentially nonexiste
and the off-diagonal second-order Coriolis perturbation i
factor of 4 smaller than in thek562l levels, which is what
permitted Liuet al.7 to obtain a reasonable fit without includ
ing Coriolis perturbations.

4. 89.6 cm21 band

Having accurately defined thek562u states we turned
our attention to the 89.6 cm21 spectrum, assigned to thek
522u←11l and k512u←21l torsional transitions. The
initial fit included both forms of the Coriolis perturbatio
described for the other bands. The resulting fit was go
although it was the worst of the four bands currently
cluded in the global analysis. This perhaps indicates that
tremely small third and higher order perturbations sho
technically be included in this band. The resulting erro
~rms residual'1.5 MHz!, however, were still smaller tha

FIG. 7. A plot of the rotational constants (B) for the nine energy levels
investigated in (D2O)3 vs torsional energy. The value of the rotational co
stants decreases almost linearly as a function of increasing torsional en
Such an effect could be rationalized as resulting from a gradual 0.00
increase in the oxygen–oxygen separation from the lowest to the hig
torsional levels observed.
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our experimental precision of 2.0 MHz. The final fit of th
89.6 cm21 spectrum included 172 transitions, withJ8 ~for
k512u) ranging from 1 to 16, andJ8 ~for k522u) ranging
from 1 to 13.

5. 81.8 cm21 band

The 81.8 cm21 band was the last to be included in th
global fit, and was assigned as thek53u←61l torsional
transition. With the parameters for the perturbedk561l

lower states previously determined, the fit of the 81.8 cm21

band proceeded under the following assumption. The sin
degeneratek53u excited state was assumed to be unp
turbed because, from the 41.1 cm21 band, this was shown to
be the case for both the singly degeneratek50 andk53l

states. This assumption is also consistent with the model
sented in Secs. II and III. A total of 101 rovibrational tra
sitions were fit, withJ8 andK8 ~for k53u) ranging from 1 to
11 and 0 to 11, respectively. For thek511l stateJ9 andK9
ranged from 1 to 10 and 1 to 7, respectively. As before,
DK521 selection rule does not allow transitions whic
originate fromK950 levels. Hence, theJ9 and K9 levels
sampled in thek521l state ranged from 1 to 11 and 0 to 1
respectively.

6. Global fit

The final global fit included 554 rovibrational transition
from the nine measured (D2O)3 VRT subbands connecting
nine torsional states. A total of 50 parameters were varie
the fit and the optimized parameters are presented in T
III. The largest correlation was 0.96, and most were bel
0.5. The final rms deviation of the frequency residuals is 1
MHz, less than the experimental uncertainty of 2 MHz.
was noticed during the fit that transitions involvinguKu51
that are pushed to lower frequency by the linear Corio
perturbation~an effect only observed in degenerate torsio
levels! were split into two. This initially had the appearanc
of a further perturbation, and theuKu51 transitions were
thus left out of the fit until the very end. Attempts to fit th
transitions involving these levels with the rotational co
stants (AÞB) of an asymmetric rotor—since the breaking
the twofold6K degeneracy was reminiscent of ‘‘asymmet
doubling’’—were unsatisfactory. An examination of the e
fective rotational Hamiltonian in Eq.~13!, however, provides
a natural explanation of this phenomenon. As it can be
served~for J52) in Fig. 2, the matrix of this Hamiltonian
for a doubly degenerate torsional level withk561 or k
562 contains off-diagonal~second-order Coriolis! coupling
elements between the1k and2k substates with differentK,
but the same values ofk2K ~modulo 6!. This lifts the two-
fold 6K degeneracy normally expected for symmetric r
tors. The rotational states withK511 and K521 are
coupled directly, for the6uKu state withuKu.1 the coupling
is indirect and, therefore, the splitting of these levels occ
in higher than second order and is extremely small. The r
tively large ~second-order! splitting of the uKu51 levels
manifests itself as an actual doubling in the spectra. Incor
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rating these splittings into the fit caused the previou
highly correlated distortion parameters to become unco
lated.

VI. DISCUSSION

One of the most interesting features of the global ana
sis presented above is that all of the perturbations in
spectra can be precisely explained by including Coriolis c
pling between the internal~torsional! motions and the overal
rotation through second order. For the explanation of t
phenomenon we refer to the detailed model presente
Secs. II and III. We can also make a quantitative compari
between the calculated values of 2zC and um11u, given in
Sec. III, and the experimental values from the fit, listed
Table III. The values of 2zC calculated from the model ar
too small by about a factor of 2, and the~very small! values
of um11u by about an order of magnitude. Apparently, t
three-dimensional model for the torsional motions in the w
ter trimer based on theab initio potentials is not sufficiently
accurate to achieve quantitative agreement with the meas
ments for these small Coriolis coupling parameters. T
same conclusion was reached in Ref. 24. As was also st
in Ref. 24, the model yields rather good energies of the
sional levels, however. For the ‘‘lower’’ levels the best r
sults were obtained with the van Duijneveldt-van de Ri
and van Duijneveldt~DD! potential19 and for the ‘‘upper’’
levels with the BGLK potential.18

From the rotational analyses of the nine measured V
bands we are able to construct a graph of theB rotational
constant for the energy levels as a function of torsional
ergy, see Fig. 7. Interestingly the rotational constants
crease by only 10 MHz over the energies sampled, and d
almost linearly with increasing torsional energy. An increa
in torsional energy and hence in the rate of flipping co
cause a small increase in the vibrationally averaged sep
tion of the D2O monomers. Using a simple structural mod
for the trimer,10 an increase of only 0.003 Å in the averag
oxygen–oxygen distance,RO-O, would explain the observed
10 MHz decrease inB. Such a small change vindicates th
adiabatic separation of the torsional and hydrogen b
stretch/bend vibrational modes of the water trimer unde
ing the torsional model, the latter modes tending to cha
RO-O more drastically with increasing vibrational energy.

Having precisely determined the energies of the n
lowest lying torsional levels in (D2O)3 we are able to predic
three additional low frequency (,100 cm21) transitions.
Since only thek50 and61l levels are believed to be popu
lated in the ultracold slit jet expansion employed in our e
periment, only transitions originating from these states
be observed at present. The first, a parallel band assigne
k53u←0 is predicted at 90.4 cm21. This frequency region
was scanned but no (D2O)3 spectrum was observed. Th
result is not so surprising, however, since the transition
predicted to have a very small intensity.21,43 The second
band, assigned tok53l←61l , is predicted at 32.6 cm21.
Although attempts to locate the spectrum failed, this c
again be explained by the low intensity predicted for t
transition.21,43 The third and final band is predicted at 19
cm21 and is assigned to thek562l←61l transition. This
Downloaded 18 May 2006 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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frequency is close to the limit that the Berkeley spectro
eters can practically attain, and was scanned several y
ago without observing a water trimer spectrum. Howev
several experimental improvements have been instiga
since then including the pulsed slit source, Herriott multipa
optics, and the new detection and signal processing sche
Thus, another attempt to locate this spectrum by rescan
close to 20 cm21 would seem to be worthwhile, especial
since this transition is predicted to be intense.21,43 It would
also be of high value to search for transitions at frequenc
above 100 cm21 and hence probe even higher lying torsion
levels.

Whereas most of the low frequency torsional transitio
have now been observed for (D2O)3 , such is not the case fo
(H2O)3 . The spectra of (H2O)3 are more complicated be
cause of larger tunneling splittings associated with the ligh
H atoms. For example, the line spacings within a bifurcat
tunneling quartet increase from 1 to 5 MHz in (D2O)3 up to
almost 300 MHz in (H2O)3 . This is comparable to rotationa
spacings, and thus greatly increases the spectral comple
A second consequence of the larger tunneling splittings
that the torsional energy levels in (H2O)3 are spaced ap
proximately twice as far apart as in (D2O)3 , and hence
fewer low frequency transitions exist. Until recently, only
single VRT spectrum had been observed7 in (H2O)3 , at 87.1
cm21. This unperturbed symmetric top spectrum was c
rectly assigned to thek53l←0 torsional transition, and is
equivalent to the 41.1 cm21 band in (D2O)3 . The first per-
pendicular band observed in (H2O)3 , at 65.6 cm21, is cur-
rently under analysis.44 It has been assigned to thek562l

←0 torsional transition, and is equivalent to the 28.0 cm21

band in (D2O)3 . A third VRT spectrum of (H2O)3 , centered
near 43 cm21, is also under analysis45 and is thought to arise
from thek562l←61l transition. The equivalent transitio
in (D2O)3 , predicted at 19.5 cm21, has not yet been ob
served. This transition originates from the first excited st
of (H2O)3 which lies approximately 23 cm21 above the
ground state and hence is not highly populated in the slit
expansion. The observation of this transition will probab
be facilitated by its large change in dipole moment.43 In-
sights gained from the interpretation of the rovibration
structure of the (D2O)3 spectra will clearly aid in the analy
ses of these new (H2O)3 bands.

If the given assignments of the three (H2O)3 bands are
correct, then the six lowest lying torsional levels in this clu
ter have been sampled. Consequently, a similar analysi
described in this paper for (D2O)3 should be possible for
(H2O)3 , which would thereby lead to the complete chara
terization of all the torsional energy levels up to 100 cm21 in
both (H2O)3 and (D2O)3 . Finally, from the current band
origins we are able to predict one additional low frequen
transition in (H2O)3 at approximately 64 cm21, correspond-
ing to k53l←61l . However, this transition is also pre
dicted to have a very low intensity.21,43

To date, the highest dimensionalityab initio potential
surfaces18,19 describing the water trimer only include th
three torsional angles of the free protons/deuterons. Mo
potentials—especially the~semi!empirical potentials used in
simulations of liquid water—which describe all twelve inte
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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molecular degrees of freedom are available, but the torsio
frequencies in the trimer calculated from such potentials
very unrealistic.46,47 From the present work, the energies
the nine lowest lying levels in (D2O)3 have been determine
precisely. Furthermore, an equivalent understanding of
six lowest lying levels in (H2O)3 should soon be realized
With such precise and detailed experimental knowled
available it should now be possible to determine an impro
potential energy surface for the water trimer, and in parti
lar, to quantify the three-body forces that operate in this cl
ter. A major step toward this goal was very recently obtain
by Fellerset al., who obtained a six-dimensional pair pote
tial of spectroscopic quality for the water dimer.6 Such a pair
potential could easily be applied to the trimer with the inc
sion of an iterative induction term to account for the prin
pal three-body interaction.48–50 Theoretical work that in-
volves the application ofab initio symmetry-adapted
perturbation theory~SAPT! for the quantitative determina
tion of the three-body interactions in the water trimer a
larger clusters is also in progress.51

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported a complete rovibrational analysis
the nine VRT subbands for the fully deuterated water trim
This accounts for the entire data set currently existing
this cluster in the terahertz frequency regime. The quality
the fit is reflected by the rms of the frequency residuals
1.36 MHz, which is even less than the typical experimen
frequency precision of 2 MHz. This analysis required t
development of a detailed three-dimensional model of
torsional motion in the water trimer. An examination of C
riolis coupling of the internal torsional motions to the over
rotation of the water cluster using the model Hamiltoni
revealed strong perturbations. Remarkably, only seco
order perturbation theory on this model system was requ
to fully explain our spectra, with the addition of empiric
quartic distortion constants to reach experimental precis
Higher order perturbation theory was not required, nor w
expanding the model Hamiltonian to include the other n
intermolecular degrees of freedom that describe this sys
This suggests that extrapolation of this technique to lar
clusters and higher energy systems is possible. The sim
neous fit of all existing VRT spectra serves both as a con
mation that the model describing the torsional energy le
manifold presented in Fig. 5 is correct, and as confirmat
of the specific torsional assignments.
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